30	part II. General Principles
punishing those who offend against them.1 In prescribing rules of
court the judges of the High Court, as members of the statutory
committee for this purpose, exercise a legislative function, but it is
limited to procedural details for the administration of justice. These
instances involve no real departure from the separation of
powers.
Since the controversies associated with the name of John Wilkes
there have been few occasions when Parliament has encroached on
the sphere of the courts- Ministers* however, have recently put
forward a novel interpretation of ministerial responsibility to Par-
liament as a justification for the withdrawal from the courts of issues
involving civil liberties. Needs of security during the Second World
War made it necessary to give to Ministers powers over individual
liberties, and in particular a power to detain on suspicion, which
could not be questioned in the courts.** The grant of such powers
was, however, from time to time defended on the ground that it was
the duty of Parliament to safeguard liberty and that an individual
aggrieved by a ministerial decision should rely upon his Member of
Parliament to put forward his grievance* Ministers claimed that
being responsible to Parliament they should be judged by Parlia-
ment and not by the courts of law. The mere plea of the interests of
the State in time of war was reinforced by the plea that the House of
Commons was the judge. The danger of this plea lies in the fact that
parliamentary criticism of a Minister may and indeed frequently does
result in the issue being made one of confidence in the Government*
The Minister relies upon the doctrine of collective responsibility to
rally the support of his colleagues and the House of Commons
hesitates to defeat a Government because of an unjust decision on a
point affecting only one individual. It would be a poor day for liberty
if Parliament ceased to protect individual freedoms, but an appeal to
Parliament cannot take the place of a right to appeal to the courts
and an independent Judiciary. This is no mere war-time danger.
The arguments used to justify withholding an appeal to the courts
from those detained in war time in the interests of the State have
been used to withhold an appeal to the courts from those denied per-
mission to sell milk* There are arguments, as has been shown, for
the reference of administrative disputes to specially qualified ad-
roinistrative courts, but disputes involving fundamental issues of
liberty should be referred to tribunals that are independent of poli-
tical influence. Access to an independent Judiciary must not be
barred on the ground that Ministers are responsible not to the courts
but to Parliament,
* ffart m.. Chap* 4,	„	*	•
Part VIII., Qmp. 2, B; this power was among tb« first to be revoked on the
fiahtm* in Europe in 1945,

